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Where my students and I started with vocabulary 
I am a first year teacher in a second grade classroom setting. The reading 
program that my school uses is called Reading Wonders. At the beginning of each 
unit the students receive new vocabulary words that are in their provided stories. 
The first obstacle that I noticed is when my students were reading the provided 
stories from the program my students were struggling to understand the text 
because they did not know the provided vocabulary words. The final obstacle that 
I noticed that on my students’ Iready scores 2 students were on grade level below, 
11 students were one grade level below, and 6 students were two grade levels 
below in vocabulary. Studies have shown that when students know critical words 
it promotes comprehension. So, my students and I began hammering vocabulary. 
In this presentation I am going to include activities that I used to enhance my 
students vocabulary. 



Whole Brain Learning 

The first step I took into hammering vocabulary is reviewing the students 
vocabulary terms everyday using Whole Brain Learning. The whole brain learning 
technique is called okay, teach. At the beginning of the reading lesson the 
students would repeat the term, definition, and hand motion after me. When the 
we were finished reviewing the term together as a class then I told the students 
okay, teach. When I said this the students would then say the term, definition, and 
hand motion independently at their desk. In the next slide I will provide a video 
of my students and I completing this whole brain learning activity. 



Whole Brain Learning Video 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/181y60OfDbnqOPXdUvRfBVrUAsRrLpCy0/preview


Nearpod: Matching 

The next step I took into enhancing my students vocabulary was a Nearpod 
Matching Activity. Nearpod is a website that provides interactive lessons, videos, 
and formative assessments. After my students and I completed our whole brain 
learning activity then I had my students log onto their Nearpod accounts. When 
the students logged on they completed their Nearpod vocabulary match. The 
Nearpod would provide my students with cards. The cards contained the terms 
and their definitions. The students would then match the term cards to their 
definition cards. In the next slide I will provide a picture of my Nearpod matching 
activity. 



Nearpod Matching 



Virtual Vocabulary Activity Sheets 

The final actictiy my students would complete for vocabulary each day is their 
virtual activity sheets. On the virtual activity sheets the students had to match the 
terms to their correct definition, answer multiple choice questions based on their 
vocabulary terms, and pick the correct vocabulary word to complete sentences. 
This activity showed me the students knew the terms definitions and enhanced 
their comprehension because they were having to show they knew the context of 
the vocabulary by placing the terms in each sentence. In the next slide I will 
provide a picture of a student work sample of the vocabulary activity sheet. 



Virtual Vocabulary Activity Sheets: Student Work Sample 



Virtual Vocabulary Activity Sheets Continued 



Virtual Assessments 

At the beginning of the unit my students would complete these three activities I 
have mentioned in my presentation everyday, but at the end of the unit I gave my 
students an assessment to see how well my students knew their weekly 
vocabulary. The virtual assessments had the students write each vocabulary word 
next to its definition, choose two vocabulary words and write one sentence for 
each word they chose, and pick the correct vocabulary word to complete each 
sentence. In the next slide I will provide a picture of my virtual assessments. 



Virutal Assessment Work Sample 



Virtual Assessements Continued 



Virtual Assessment Continued 



Reflection 

At the beginning of the school year my students dreaded reading and learning 
new vocabulary words. Now, my students  are excited for reading and are 
motivated to learn new vocabulary words and use those vocabulary words in their 
writing. I will not know my students grade level in vocabulary until May when 
they take their iready test again, but I take pride in the fact that through this crazy 
school year I got my students excited about learning. I know based on my 
students’ assessments and excitement that we have made progress in vocabulary. 


